REL students lose to faculty in Manly Cup Badminton match

REACHING BEYOND THE 2ND FLOOR BALCONY
REL BLOGS, FILMS AND NOW RECORDS PODCASTS

LOOKING back to the early 2000s, our website was the place where updates hit right after an event (such as our annual Honors Day reception). But then a thing came social media and now we find REL on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Vimeo—providing a link to Manly Hall for students and grads, as well as for people at other schools, in the US or abroad, to get a taste of what we regularly do in our classes.

The second addition to our efforts to ensure that our successes reinventing the study of religion are shared widely is a new podcast. Although courses on religion date far back (in some cases, Christianity-dates to the earliest numbers 11 faculty, is the largest it has ever been in the US or abroad, to get a taste of what we regularly do in our classes.
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